Meet Zee

Charging Zee

Lift the silicone charging port tab, and plug in the micro-USB end of the charging cable. Plug the USB-A end into any 5V USB power supply, such as a computer, or a wall adapter that come with most phones.

If Zee’s battery has been drained for a long time, it may take a few seconds or minutes for the LED to begin blinking.

Using Zee

Please fully charge Zee before your first use. Zee has one button which controls the vibrator settings. Press to turn on and cycle between Zee’s Low, Medium, and High settings. At any point, press and hold the button down to turn the vibrator off.

Cleaning Zee

As with any sex toy, cleaning is very important. Clean Zee with sex toy cleaner or light soap & water after every use.

Storing Zee

Keep away from extreme cold or heat. You can store Zee in the linen bag provided.

Caution

Do not clean with products containing alcohol, petroleum, or acetone.

Do not boil, bake, microwave, or run through the dishwasher.

Do not submerge in water; Zee is splash-proof, not waterproof.

More q’s?
support@dameproducts.com

Enjoy!

More features:

- Soft-touch ABS plastic
- Rounded tip
- You can use Zee with bullet-compatible toys and harnesses.

If Zee’s battery has been drained for a long time, it may take a few seconds or minutes for the LED to begin blinking.